Leading Edge
With Geoff Watts


Geoff Watts : Hello again,we begin and end this week with the brain,first with efforts to repair it following a major calamity,later with the control it exerts awake or asleep over this.

(Zebra Finches chirrup)

The song of the zebra finch and its relevance to human,as opposed to avian skills,and in between the brainy bits of the programme,the European drive against vehicle pollution.
If a blood vessel in the brain gets blocked or even bursts,the nerve cells which rely on it for there oxygen supply will be damaged,the after effects of such event- a stroke,range from minor and transient disability through to total paralysis of one side of the body.
The following days or weeks may see some improvement,but even with the help of doctors and physiotherapists,the extent of this self repair is often limited,and the conventional wisdom has been that if function doesn't return within a set period it's lost for good
A technique called constraint induced therapy is challenging that view,and prompting researchers to wonder if the adult brain is more open to rewiring than they've generally believed. The technique itself could hardly be simpler.Enforced immobility for the less affected arm or leg,plus a programme of exercise for the more affected one.

(sound of pouring water)

Heidi Joahannsenburg : So Ted's using his...

Ted : "Oh I'm spilling it!"

Heidi Joahannsenburg : It's alright,Ted's using his right hand,which is his weaker hand..

Ted : Yes course it is.

Heidi Joahannsenburg : ..to lift up the jug,and pour the water into the mug. We're going to start with 5 times and that will progress each day."

Ted :  I was an artist before and I'm not much good at the moment!

Geoff Watts : Exercises to rehabilitate stroke impaired limbs are not in themselves new,but neither are they altogether effective,as brain scientist Dr Ed Taub of the University of Alabama points out,when stroke patients have made 20 attempts to do up a button with the more affected hand,even the most highly motivated will probably give up,and use the other one.

Ed Taub : The person tries to use the arm,but every time he tries to use it he fails,as a result that failure suppresses future attempts to use the arm.

Geoff Watts :  And in the end the patient will give up trying to use that arm because experience has taught him or her that it just is no point,so use the other arm?

Ed Taub :  That's exactly right,they stop trying,and then we break through that learned non-use and enable the person to access the motor programs in the nervous system,that they're really still capable of carrying out.

Geoff Watts :   And this is where the constraint therapy comes in,presumably?

Ed Taub :   It is,we restrain the good arm and that forces the patient to use the weaker arm. We give them repetitive,intensive extended practice.

Geoff Watts :    By obliging patients to use the more impaired side of their bodies,something they may not have done for years,Ed Taub is in effect,goading the brain into reassuming responsibility for the movement in question.
Among his successes is Jim Faust [I wonder what sort of bargain they struck to fix his problems? -LB],a 65 year old salesman,who had a stroke some tend years ago.

[There's a joke there,but I'm not doing it! -LB]

His enthusiasm for the treatment is self evident.

Jim Faust : I was totally paralysed on my right side,and they started working with my right arm. Doing things like picking up jim clips,putting a black chequer on top of a red chequer and picking up wooden pencils and  just little minute kid playing stuff,what I call it. We started doing that on Monday,and at about Wednesday in my right arm,between my wrist and elbow there was some tingling in there,and from that time on I guess it just started getting better and better and better,and then finally I started using it.

Geoff Watts : Even during that initial two weeks,you began to be aware of something coming back?

Jim Faust :  Yes sir I sure did.

Ed Taub :  The patients task is to keep competing with himself,and to keep trying to improve the skill or quality of his movement but at the same time make it faster.

Geoff Watts :  This is a pretty demanding treatment isn't it,for the patient?

Ed Taub :  It...but it's only two weeks,so that they may have had a stroke ten years before, and they've had virtually no use of the more affected arm,and now in a brief period we're able to get the brain to rewire itself in this brief period of time.

Heidi Joahannsenburg : Hi Muriel can you hear me?

Muriel :  Yes.

Heidi Joahannsenburg : Okay,I want you to only squeeze the ball when you see that flashing star.

(Muriel acknowledges)

Heidi Joahannsenburg : Okay,so with the cross you just lie as still as possible,try an keep your head really still all the way through.

Geoff Watts : As the accents reveal,constraint therapy has now crossed to this side of the Atlantic. The John Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford,is carrying out a small 10 patient trial of the technique. Neuroscientist Heidi Joahannsenburg is interested no only in how the patients respond to treatment,but in any associated change inside their brains.To search fro this she uses a brain scanner.

Heidi Joahannsenburg :  So you can see that we're looking at slices of the brain and overlaid onto the picture of the brain are areas of brain activity which are shown in colour,and we can see here the areas of activity when Muriel was squeezing the ball,compared to what was happening when she was lying still.
The pattern of activity we see isn't the same as we would see when she moves her unaffected hand,because there's an a area of the brain that's been lost as a result of the stroke. Maybe the therapy can effectively train Muriel's brain so that different areas of the brain are able to do the job of moving the hand,so we hope that as the hand function improves,if it does as a result of therapy,then we might see a change in the pattern of activation such that new areas are recruited to perform a simple movement.

Ed Taub :  The picture that is beginning to emerge of the adult nervous system is of a very plastic situation where the brain is able to reorganise itself in order to adjust to the requirements placed upon it by the environment.

Geoff Watts :  As as Professor of Geriatric Medicine all too accustomed to dealing with stroke patients,Ray Tallis of the University of Manchester is watching this work with interest.
Many of the techniques used in rehabilitation medicine he says are poorly researched. Constraint therapy by contrast is firmly rooted in brain science.

Ray Tallis :  It relates very closely to our changing understanding of the nervous system,the recognition that recovery from injury depends very much on the sensory input that comes from activity,so called afferent stimulation,and  Ed Taub and colleagues have shown that there is massive reorganisation within the cerebral cortex within the brain,but that this will not take place,if there is no input from activity.

Geoff Watts : If the limb or whatever it is,is just left,and nothing is done with it or to it?

Ray Tallis :  Absolutely.

Geoff Watts : But if Ed Taub is right,what d'you think is going on in the brain? I use the word rewiring rather loosely,is it possible to be more precise than that at this stage?

Ray Tallis :   Well we know from imaging studies,that there is a reorganisation of cortical maps in response to sensory stimulation from the outside...

Geoff Watts :  By cortical maps you mean which bit of the brain is related to which particular function in a part of the body?

Ray Tallis :  Absolutely.For example how the hand might be represented in the cerebral cortex.

Geoff Watts :   And so what is happening there is that brain cells,neurones which are nothing...or for years have been nothing to do with control of this side of the body or have had nothing to do with it,suddenly start becoming active,joining in the circus which is controlling this particular element of function?

Ray Tallis : And the basis of that is,certainly reorganisation at a macroscopic level but that must be underpinned by things that are happening at the microscopic level. For example changes in synaptic activity,in...

Geoff Watts :  That's the way the individual nerve cells connect with one another?

Ray Tallis :  Indeed,and how they can talk to one another..how easily they talk to one another.Synapses - these are the connections between nerves - can become dormant or wake up,depending on what kind of information that reaches them.

Geoff Watts : So to understand exactly what is going on is going to be no small task is it?

Ray Tallis : It's going to involve,I think,all the tools we have at our command and probably some we don't have yet. I think the success of rehabilitation so far and it is only a partial success is that rehabilitationists have been concern to help patients to adapt to impairments. We need to build on that now,and it seems to me the rehabilitation of the future we look at these impairments and say "How can we drive recovery? How can we reverse impairment?" and this if you like is the next phase of developing the art and science of rehabilitation.

Geoff Watts :  Professor Ray Tallis ambitious for his branch of medicine. With me in the studio and listening to that is Tim Radford,science editor of the Guardian. Tim,part of the process of recovery we've been hearing about seems to rely on the damaged bit of the brain as it were borrowing an adjacent bit to help it out,recruiting extra nerve cells. Now if that goes on during repair,might it also be happening in a normal healthy functioning brain?

Tim Radford : The brain being flexed as a muscle? There's a wonderful case of the brain as a built up bicep when the Institute of Psychiatry in London actually looked at the brains of 16 taxi drivers,and compared them with the brains of 15 ordinary people,and found that and area of the hippocampus was much bigger in the taxi drivers and the hippocampus is where you carry a map of where you should be. What you could see was "the knowledge" taking shape in the brain bigger than ever.

Geoff Watts :   So quite literally as the taxi drivers had been expanding there knowledge of the layout of London,so the corresponding area of the brain had been increasing to accommodate it?

Tim Radford : It had. Unfortunately it didn't mean that the brain got bigger as a whole,another area of the brain actually appeared to get smaller.

Geoff Watts :   I wonder,would you care to speculate,which bit of the brain might be shrinking to compensate?

Tim Radford : I certainly would not,but anyone who uses London taxis might have their own ideas!

Geoff Watts :   Well,given you might want to travel in a taxi on the way home,we'd perhaps better skate over that!

Tim Radford :  Yep!

Geoff Watts :   Any other examples that come to mind of this kind of flexing of mental muscles as you put it?

Tim Radford :  I'm thinking particularly of the ultimate constraint story,the one from Tubingen last year,in Germany,in which two patients tragically with locked-in syndrome, people utterly unable to move (See duncan3.html@nbci),were trained nevertheless to write letters on a computer screen by the power of thought alone,they were actually alter to jolt or somehow order the alphabet so as to thank there doctors for the chance to get back in touch with the world.It was a  very touching story and it does seem to refer back to the brain as a muscle that you can use.

Geoff Watts :    And in this case using the brain to do something which normally it would never have to do,because normally you're not in a position whereby you have to think to move something on a screen,a very odd thing to be doing.

Tim Radford :  It is a strange thing.However they've trained rats to do it to,rat's who think "God I need a drink" can be taught to think a drink out of their robot arm.

Geoff Watts :   It's always nice to know that humans can at least keep up with rats.Tim thanks but stay with us.
Well you don't need me to tell you that a week of wind and rain and consequently of floods, global warming is back on the agenda with a vengeance. As environment minister Michael Meacher wrote in Tuesday's Guardian,"vehicles are worldwide,the single fastest rising cause of CO2 emissions the main driver of climate change",his piece was entitled "We've got to fix those cars" and if there is some fixing to be done,he could do worse than keep an eye on what's happening at the EU's joint research centre at Isboro in Italy. There Giovanni DeSanti runs the European Reference Laboratory for Industrial and Vehicle Emissions,a source of help and guidance for policy making Eurocrats. Some of the pollutants belched out at the back end of your old banger,the carbon monoxide,nitric oxide and a few others are already regulated by law,but the rest are not,at least for the present.
 Giovanni DeSanti's state of the art instruments allow him to measure the pollutants emerging from a real engine in a real car mounted on a static test rig.

Giovanni DeSanti : In this laboratory,we can simulate the real driving conditions both in urban areas,which means just in traffic conditions or even in highway conditions,so when you drive very fast,so we simulate the real driving conditions,and we measure the emissions under such real conditions.

Geoff Watts :  We've got a vehicle in front of us,attached top the exhaust system is a pipe which is actually carrying the emission,the exhaust emission gases to the measuring equipment,outside this room presumably?

Giovanni DeSanti : Of course we can test different types of fuel the so -called new oxygenative fuels,or the low sulphur content fuels,or possibly in the future sulphur free
fuels but also new types of engines,for example the so called direct injection engines now on the market.

Geoff Watts :   Now we know that certain emissions from vehicle exhausts are not yet regulated.What sort of things are also coming out which are not covered by regulations?

Giovanni DeSanti :  Yes this I think is the most challenging aspect of the research in Isboro,because what we are trying to so is measure in a very reliable way the so called not yet regulated pollutants,for example the micro particles or even the nano particles which are emitted from these types of engines....

Geoff Watts :  The implication is that these are very very small particles!

Giovanni DeSanti : ...which are very volatile,also for example the poly aromatic hydrocarbons,the benzene or formaldehyde all these new pollutants which are not yet regulated.

Geoff Watts :  And do we know for certain whether these pollutants are health hazard or is that still a matter of speculation?

Giovanni DeSanti :  No there is a clear indication that for example the nano particles,micro particles can potentially be very dangerous for human beings health,because such particles can interact with the respiratory systems. So it's very important to understand which are the most important factors which influence such and interactive mechanism.For example, physical properties like size,like morphology,chemical composition,the quantity of poly aromatic hydrocarbons which are deposited onto the surface of such micro particles and the combination of these two.

Geoff Watts :   Well now we're out in the main laboratory standing by the setup you use for measuring these unregulated pollutions.Once again we've got a real car here and once again from the exhaust pipe we have a tube which is carry...collecting and carrying these emissions.What sorts of measurements are being made on this bench here?

Giovanni DeSanti :   This is an optical system,which can calculate the real time concentration of particles which are emitted from this vehicle.

Geoff Watts :   Essentially there is some kind of a light being shone down this tube.

Giovanni DeSanti :  There's a three.... exactly there's a three waves length laser system which means there are three different lengths you know? What you read is the attenuation of the intensity of these three beams.So what you can measure is concentration,velocity and size of particles which is very very updated instrumentation. We should allow to control the emission of the vehicle not just when they've been made but also during their life.

Geoff Watts : But you also want to collect the particles themselves....

Giovanni DeSanti :  Yes.

Geoff Watts : ...for chemical and toxicological analysis?

Giovanni DeSanti : Yes,we have some impactors and filters whereby we can collect different classes of particles and then we give such samples to our chemical and toxicological laboratory,whereby we get the comparative toxicity of the particle because we put particles directly into contact with two sets of the respiratory system and then we see how they interact, because so far there is no scientific study on the real mechanism by which a cell will or not interact with this particle,and this is what we can do here.

Geoff Watts : And when you know more about these particles which are currently unregulated, you would imagine that some time in the future it will be possible to frame regulations to cover these materials as well?

Giovanni DeSanti : At the moment in Europe each  member country use different approach and different instrumentation,so you can not even compare the results from one to the other country which also could be a problem in view of the globalisation so that one vehicle is okay and acceptable in one country is not in another,so one of the key functions is also to standardise such measuring methods.

Geoff Watts : Giovanni DeSanti in pursuit of cleaner cars. Tim,obviously what we've been hearing here vehicles are an important source of greenhouse gases,but of course they are not alone in being responsible for global warming by any means.
Now you come across something about the adverse effects of something really rather surprising,rice growing.

Tim Radford :  Yes,rice has always been a bit of  menace in one sense,it's a source of methane and methane is a very powerful greenhouse gas.
 But there's not a lot we can do about it,because we have to eat and I can't imagine a world without rice! But tomorrow morning in Science the US journal there's a rather....there's a much more surprising discovery that rice fields also emit very large quantities of methile halide or....this is..methile halide is a sort of an umbrella term, methile chloride,methile bromide and methile iodide and send it up into the stratosphere where it starts to dismantle the ozone layer.

Geoff Watts : What's the source of these gases then?

Tim Radford : Nobody knows for certain but it's obviously a natural process,it isn't anything to do with rice particularly,because unplanted paddy fields and therefore presumably any global wetland, any world wetland will also send off the same stuff,and it's obviously part of the natural process of perhaps stopping the ozone layer getting too thick,who knows?
Perhaps there is a master plan for all this.
[Yes it's called "The Giaia Hypothesis" - LB]
The lesson to draw from it,however,is that we know surprisingly little about the planet and we ought to be spending a lot more time and effort at looking carefully at how it works

Geoff Watts : Tim,once again thanks.

(Zebra finch chatter sounds)

Singing well is important to male zebra finches because they use it to capture the interest of females. The more precisely executed the song, the greater the chances of ......well,pulling!
Dr Daniel Margoliash of the University of Chicago has been measuring the electrical activity of the brains of zebra finches while they are singing and more surprisingly,while they are asleep!
As you'll hear in a moment,he thinks that the birds don't have to be awake to rehearse their songs, and he speculates that something similar may happen in humans. 
First though the experiments. Although zebra finches are tiny creatures,Daniel Margoliash managed to record the electrical activity of single neurones or nerve cells,in the bit of the brain which controls the production of their song.
Having done so in wide awake singing birds,he then repeated the recordings while the birds were asleep and having their own songs played back to them.

Daniel Margoliash : What we found when we played back the song to the bird,were that the same patterns of activity that the neurones showed when the bird was singing we also saw when we played back the bird's own song back to the bird.

Geoff Watts : Of course the bird was asleep while you were doing this,and obviously by definition,the bird wasn't singing?

Daniel Margoliash :  Right.

Geoff Watts : But the same nerve cells that  were involved when it was awake and singing were also showing this pattern when it was asleep,but listening!

Daniel Margoliash : Exactly! And so what we did was we then recorded the activity of the same cells while the bird was sleeping,but not when we were playing sounds,but just when we let them sleep undisturbed,and lo and behold to our surprise we had this second observation,which was the cell gave these bursts of activity and if we looked at the pattern in those bursts,they too matched the pattern that that cell produced when the bird was singing.
So we think that what's happening is that at night the bird is playing back his song inside of his head and so we call that dreaming about singing.

Geoff Watts : In a sense,while they're asleep rehearsing the kind of songs that they produce when they are awake,and precisely the same cells that are involved in controlling the song when they are awake are also showing these patterns of activity when they are asleep and not producing song.

Daniel Margoliash : Yeah and that was the big surprise. So what we're thinking is that what happens is during the day the bird sings and he stores up information about "Oh that was a well controlled song,that was a beautiful song,that one wasn't so good"

[ Quite a feat if a bird is not like a human being for it to have aesthetic appreciation.Perhaps such qualities are more widespread than appreciated -LB]

and  he keeps track of that information,and then at night he plays back those experiences,and he strengthens the patterns of connections that made the songs that were more beautiful,and that perhaps - that's our hypothesis now - that's perhaps how he learns to sing and how he maintains his song a an adult.

Geoff Watts : D'you actually see...I think you talk in terms of possibly trying out variations during sleep,you see subtle variations in the patterns you record while they are asleep?

Daniel Margoliash : Correct and that's actually an important part of why we call it dreaming.  In our own experience we have fantastic mental imagery when we sleep,we take everyday experiences and we put them in unusual contexts or put them together in impossible ways and we see that same type of activity when we do our recordings in sleeping birds.
So it's as if he's singing on song and then he changes all of a sudden and something is different,we don't yet know what that sounds like, but perhaps one day we'll actually be able to hear the songs of a sleeping bird and be able to directly tap in to the acoustic imagery that that bird experiences while he sleeps.

Geoff Watts : And that bird might be testing out variants of the song,rehearsing variants that it tried already and liked,
{That presumes the bird is value judging its own songs!]
just sort of exploring the kind of sound map that it had got available to it?

Daniel Margoliash : Yeah,and here's a really interesting idea,the...all birds just like humans when they're learning to speak,birds...song birds when they're learning to sing,sing a lot more 
material than they express later in life as adults.
Does that material actually go away or is it still in the brain but not expressed in the normal daytime behaviour?

[Sort of like a recessive gene,the information might still be there but not expressed.This might be the source of the notion of a running theme or mass ego in a species - LB]

Are the range of possibilities that we can express as adults affected by what our early experiences were? Perhaps some of these different patterns that we see in the sleeping bird reflect what the bird was singing earlier in life,but no longer sings during the day.

Geoff Watts : You've mentioned humans once or twice,is the implication of the kind of work that you're doing,that it's possible that something parallel to this goes on in our own brains? Not with necessarily with songs! But with any of our daily experiences which are important parts of our lives?

Daniel Margoliash : Well I think that's very likely, there's  a - first of all - a very long history of neurobiologists who work on weird and wonderful animals finding relationships about how the brain works,which then turn out to be accurate descriptions of general phenomena that we see in all animals including humans,and in this case the vocal learning that birds show,really has a lot of similarity to the vocal learning that humans show.So we think that we're studying a fundamental neurobiological process,which is true for song birds and true for whales and dolphins that learn their vocalisations and true for humans.
In the question I always ask of my graduate students,is "Why does Rubenstein practice?" Why does a Ycshak Brollman practice,these are guys that are pretty good at playing their instruments and yet they practice all the time,why? Because to be good at something you need to stay on top of your form,you need to practice all the time,and so we think that that's what the birds are doing as well for the zebra finch male to attract the female,he constantly needs to practice,and what we're seeing in sleep is part of the mechanism  that allows him to weed out the better performances from the worse ones.

[It's like a natural selection,survival of the fittest song going on in the brain - LB]

Geoff Watts : Dr Daniel Margoliash. Right now as it happens I'm trying to learn Italian,so I would love to believe that every time I go to bed my brain cells are sorting my Comme est as from my Comme est s'qui a mas,so far alas,they don't seem to  be doing the business! But going back to bird song itself,Tim,I said back at the beginning that the quality of the song is important to the bird to for getting a mate,but is the quality the song known to be directly related to anything else in the bird's life,or is it something completely isolated?

TimRadford : No,it maybe related to the bird's brain or rather to the size of the bird's brain,and we're back to original story that the brain does seem to be a plastic thing that you can shape by your activity or your effort in some way,and why do we call them "bird brains"?
[See pigeon.html@nbci]
 They sound...they always strike me a being extraordinarily intelligent little creatures.

Geoff Watts : It's a gratuitous insult really isn't it? [It's speciesism -LB See singer.html and chimp.html@nbci]

TimRadford : Yeah it is rather,I'm reminded of this by a story from Cornell,Ithaca,New York, where a university team had a look at South American Cowbirds,and found that there was an interesting correlation,cowbirds sing rather wonderfully,the ones that sang rather wonderfully tended to have the most beautiful feathers,and they were the most successful at grabbing mates,and when they looked at their brains,yup, they had the biggest brains,so it's possible to have it all,it seems. I have to say I've never seen a Cowbird,and I have to confess I've never actually heard one...

Geoff Watts : So me,I'm afraid,we're in the same boat there.

Tim Radford : ....we may not be giving a proper testimony here! But I would have thought it was quite plausible that song capacity and brain size were connected,because that's what a  brain's for,it's so that you can use it.

Geoff Watts : It would certainly make sense in Darwinian terms,for selection,because on the face of it,just in pure survival terms,merely choosing a mate because it seems nice is a bit daft,but if this nice singing is related,to something fundamental like the effectiveness of it's brain,then it would hang together rather nicely wouldn't it?

Tim Radford : Good looks are supposed to be a sign not of something innate that's attractive,but actually a sign of good genes,and it's assumed that a female looks....someone good looking says "Aha,symmetrical face,nice cleft chin,I'll marry him"!

[See www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html and beauty.html]

Geoff Watts : Thank God this is radio and not television.
[At least he thanked him!!! -LB]
Tim thank you. That was Tim Radford of the Guardian. Next week in Leading Edge,how memories might form,not just in the whole brain but inside each individual nerve cell,I'll remember to be here will you?
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